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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The experience was very
pleasant and Sal we extremely helpful with all the questions. The location was clean and the
vehicles were very clean and ran great. I would fully recommend this location and ask for Sal.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Ive always liked their looks. But it drives good, and
rides good. Im not one who could really compare it to another vehicle as I havent really driven
other cars enough to compare Get a used fleet version. So much cheaper and you can get one
with less than 20k miles. Smooth comfortable quiet and classy. What else do you need. Great
car for the buck. No comparison in the market whatsoever. Believe me I looked for three months
before I bought my Chrysler Great looks, , spacious, an affordable price and enough power to
get you from point A to point B without breaking the bank. Why Use CarGurus? This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. Compare 3 C trims and trim families below to see the differences
in prices and features. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Trim Family
Comparison. Base View 2 Trims. Features 5. Base 4dr All-wheel Drive Sedan. SRT8 View 1
Trims. Additional or replacing features on Base 6. Ford Crown Victoria. Hyundai XG Research
Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Borla C 5. JLT 3. Pay Monthly Over Time with.
Corsa Chrysler 6. T Street Orange Shock; rear ; BBK Dodge Hemi 5. Corsa Exhaust Xtreme C 5.
Corsa Chrysler C 5. Chrysler has been around since and have produced a wealth of automobiles
and our teams wants to help you find the performance part you need for your Chrysler. For
improved performance in your exhaust you need one that is not restricting and you can find that
for your and C with the prestigious American Racing Headers either in a full system, a full
header and exhaust system or just headers, whichever you choose. With American Racing
Headers products you can be assured of the latest technology combined with first class quality
and a great sound. Installation is doable in a reasonable amount of time depending and you get
the safety of a million-mile warranty. Manufactured with you the driver in mind and offering you
a choice when it comes to a quality product. SPEC says you make the decision not the car
company who installed your clutch and see what a difference it makes. And for your Chrysler
and C a new driveshaft from The Driveshaft Shop whose wealth of experience can make you feel
confident that you are buying a quality product from a company who stands behind their work
since their drive shafts are perfectly balanced to ensure that they are the best they can be. The
vehicles represented range from to the present date and our inventory is tremendous and is
continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an incomparable number and multiplicity of
parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional reason to shop at
Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Chrysler These are some of
the items you can find at LMPerformance for your Chrysler Chrysler has been around since and
have produced a wealth of automobiles and our teams wants to help you find the performance
part you need for your Chrysler. Originating in the work force at Late Model Performance has
maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service and has made available a multifarious
selection of new performance automotive parts and appurtenances represented by some of the
preeminent names in the automotive performance parts industry. Privacy Policy. We're getting
used to Chrysler saving its own skin to the uproarious clash of cymbals. The company
stretched a shapely capsule over a huge cabin for the Chrysler Concorde and Dodge Intrepid,
and jaws went rubbery. The brief on the new C Hemi starts with two complex axles yanked
almost wholesale from a Mercedes-Benz E-class. They are screwed to the far ends of a retro-ritz
cockpit and a chrome-bedecked bunker with gun slits for glass. Optional interior fringe includes

a choice of real walnut or faux tortoise-shell trim direct from the Gatsby era. Eight cylinders
hump out the Hemi's horses and pound-feet of torque, the power slipped under the floor to the
rear where, in full fury, it paints the road with foot patches of rubber and shoves the mass to 60
mph in a torrid 5. When not needed for saving time, four of the Hemi's cylinders switch off
seamlessly to save fuel see sidebar, " Demi Hemi ". The Chrysler sits east of the moon and west
of the sun. A base C stripper with a hp, 2. The risky styling, the pricing, the catalog of engines
and options--it all makes the C the most interesting sedan to roll out of Detroit since, well, since
the original Concorde and Intrepid. Like those cars, the new has size on its side. Stretching
Rear-seaters get The C's choptop profile is a styling sleight of hand. At The just wears its flanks
yanked up like oversize trousers. Slinging an arm over the windowsill is a problem. Flattening a
Ferrari in the blind spot caused by the high sills and thick C-pillar is a bigger problem.
Otherwise, good thinking abounds in the entire C lineup. The compact rear suspension mostly
stays out of the trunk, a flat-floored, cubic-foot closet. Its aluminum lid mounts with compound
hinges to swing clear of foreheads. We've sampled new Kias and Mitsubishis that don't do that.
When used for sitting, both the front and rear seats coddle the keister with a simple but
effective bolster pattern and somewhat firmer foam than the usual domestic custard. A
Mercedes-brand tilting-and-telescoping steering column seals the deal for most body types. The
C's up-lux treatment includes nickel-plated plastic trim, a leather-wrapped wheel, and chrome
gauge rings. The vents are delicate louvers that fold flush with one finger. The single flexible
skin swathing the upper dash appears clean and squeak-resistant, although the dashboard's
deep-cut grain is out of place. It doesn't say "opulent" as much as "off-road. Regardless of what
it's doing, the left hand has to help. Nickels were saved on the plain two-tone door panels and
rotary-knob climate control, which does have one noteworthy novelty: A "low auto" setting
limits the fan speed and thus the noise of fan whoosh; "high auto" restores full bluster for more
rapid temperature swings. If a digital climate-control display and French-stitched-leather door
inserts are the castoffs that pay for the C's excellent underbody, we won't complain. Those are
small shoes to fill, even without engineering inspiration from Mercedes. Although the C and the
Dodge Magnum share not a single stamping with a Benz, the Silver Star has its glittering imprint
on their suspensions, body designs, and technologies. Dual-phase steel is one neat-o trick
nipped from Mercedes note pads. This special ferrous is rolled relatively thin and soft. It
hardens once from the heat and pressure of the stamping press and then again while roasting
in the paint shop's curing oven. The 's engineers say the result is greater strength from thinner
steel. There's more sophistication in the suspension. Cast aluminum links paired with aluminum
brake calipers clip the mass right where Newton is his most mischievous. The setup actually
supplies a real appetite for curves that the old front-drive M could only promise. The pound C is
a big car cured of typical big-car ills. There's no squealing or squirming when the roads begin to
snake. Slip angles--the difference between where the tires are pointed and where they're
actually rolling--stay down in German four-door territory. Body pitching in the corners and
under braking a reliable feet from 70 mph under a firm pedal is minimal, the movements sharp
and controlled. The hitch: Buyers trading in softies such as the Grand Marquis will notice their
once-leaden ride has livened up. Expect more feedback, more road bump and tire thrum, from
the C. Forget its 0. The C's electronic-stability-control system interfered and cannot be fully
disabled. Thumbing the dash button only quiets the traction control and slightly raises the
computer's tolerance for sideways play. The stability control never allows real tail swinging
even though the Hemi is happy to supply it. Buried to the carpet, the cast-iron 5. Posting 5. It
muscles right past anything approaching its size and price, including the hp and pound Acura
TL, which is good for 5. It puts the Mercury Marauder on a hauler home to Mama. Pulling that
much sauce from pushrods requires a warm cam, and the C shivers noticeably at idle. Still,
throttle tip-in is at the driver's whim--anything from a gentle glide to a tire smoker--and quiet
civility reigns in freeway cruise. The Hemi and the Daimler-designed transmission now built in
Kokomo, Indiana speak the same language and agree on the mission. Upshifts are all but
invisible, downshifts are quick and easily provoked. The lever, transplanted from a Mercedes,
has precise movements, and you slap it sideways, just like a Mercedes', for easy DIY shifting.
So this is what you get when you mix Mercedes with Mopar: a big-cigar car with Teutonic
athletics and they-actually-did-it styling. Apologies due. Some of us couldn't see it, especially
when Daimler and Chrysler's marriage seemed at its stormiest. We see it now. The engineers
have delivered a first-class design with world-class components to the assemblers in Brampton,
Ontario. Chryslers haven't set many quality records, and our preproduction sample had a few
notable defects such as an ill-fitting hood and driver's door. If the plant gets the C built right, the
cymbal crash may be deafening. A Hemi cut in half? Under light throttle at any speed between
15 mph and 82 mph, a dedicated oil stream to four intake and four exhaust roller lifters pushes a
pin in the lifters allowing them to compress rather than stroke the pushrod. The valves stay

closed to reduce pumping losses and trap exhaust gases, keeping the cylinders warm. Mash the
accelerator, and within 40 milliseconds the pin drops back into place, reactivating the valves.
The Car and Driver test, admittedly riotous, resulted in 17 miles to the gallon. Did the system
ever turn on? Couldn't tell--it's completely seamless. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s
to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup
Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse.
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented
Tests. The C'S arrival into our long-term-test fleet was a most anticipated one. Chrysler 's
square-shouldered sedan became a pop-culture It car the day it went on sale and marked the
return of a Hemi V-8 and rear drive to the company's automotive roster. The lineup won our Car
of the Year award for , thus earning a tester an automatic spot in the Motor Trend garage for a
month workout. What's the best way to break in a new luxury sedan? Vegas, baby! This editor
gave the car a mile introductory trip, and it looked mahvelous trolling up and down the Strip.
The was relatively new at the time, and it drew as many looks as rides costing five times as
much. Eighty mph proves to be the C's bare minimum cruising speed, and the goodness of its
Mercedes -sourced underpinnings suspension and transmission to name a few shines through
immediately. The seats are comfortable for long hauls, and these seat heaters are on it-they get
hot, and fast. The large, square trunk holds everything asked of it, and the optional audio
system with Boston Acoustic speakers and watt amp sounded terrific. It took a while to get
used to the deep dashboard that causes the windshield to seem a long way from the driver's
eyes. Some editors commented on the tunnel-vision view from the front seats-not so different
from the New Beetle's, just in a larger scale-but after we all drove the car awhile, we became
accustomed and forgot about it. One staffer described it as a "cramped feel" and appreciated
that our car featured a moonroof. Such is the price of that gangsta profile. Nobody
ever-ever-complained about the powertrain. The 5. Wrote one editor: "The Hemi V-8 is always on
tap, ready to run, pass, and blow past the rest of the freeway bog. Noise levels at 90 mph are
respectable. But that wasn't enough of a problem to worry about. Certain interior design
touches also became the subject of debate. Yet another wrote, "Some additional brightwork or
wood trim would raise the bar considerably. Although the Chrysler C isn't a megalarge sedan, it
offers the room of one. Pushing the wheels out to the corners creates generous legroom in
between, and rear-seat passengers benefit. And in spite of the squat greenhouse, there's plenty
of headroom, too, although it pinches down in back. When it came time for couples' night out or
a weekend road trip the was the most popular ride in the house. There's always concern about
service issues with a new platform. But our was a jewel in this regard. Here's a list of problem
areas: broken plastic clip on one of the sunvisors. That was it. The clip was replaced under
warranty. The car went in for normal oil changes and service inspections at , 11,, and 18, miles.
The Check Engine light came on one time: The OBD system's code was for low oil pressure,
although no abnormal conditions were found, and the warning never occurred again. The
brakes were checked at that 11,mile service visit and had 80 percent of their linings left. The
fronts had just begun to throb as we turned the car in. All the materials wore well, and the
structure and cabin remained as tight and rattle-free on the day the C went away as on the day it
arrived. A model year of service from Chrysler's big Kahuna, although by the time we were
done, the SRT-8 version had come to market, and we were jonesing for a set of its inch wheels.
At this point in each long-term test verdict, we summarize how a given machine performed and
what we think of it having lived with it for a year. But we found the 's summary right in our
logbook: "Chrysler has leapfrogged the other American brands in this segment in one fell
swoop. Hello, Ford? Hello, Lincoln? Yo, Cadillac? Do you get it now? The C carries itself with an
aristocratic air that exceeds expectations and is evident to other drivers whom I catch stealing a
glimpse. Chrysler has reclaimed its once great reputation and built a car people can drive with
pride. From The Logbook The hemi feels sweeter and punchier with every mile. I'd like a tad
more rebound control on the shocks just to check body movement and more feel in the brake
pedal. You can feel the Benz DNA buried deep in this car. Drove it to Vegas this weekend, where
it cemented its position as a road machine that would do any Rat Packer proud. Chrysler has
smashed through barriers here and proves you can still do something new with the old
four-door sedan. Quiet, solid, smooth ride on I-5 from L. Definitely gives the substantial feeling
of a big, luxurious sedan. Interior design and materials could use some work; plastic chrome
housing around the shifter snaps off easily. Structure, power, handling all first-rate. Boston
Acoustic sound system has impressive depth and clarity. Drive under trees, and it sometimes
loses signal. Chassis dynamics are impressive. Smooth while cruising and tremendous in
cornering. Engine a huge accomplishment-love that i can't detect cylinder shutoff. Close Ad.

Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Motor Trend Staff Words. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Chrysler. Model Series. Automatic
Transmission shifts flawlessly. Engine HEMI 5. Clean Carfax never in an accident, never
smoked. All Power Mirrors. Heated Mirrors. Heated Seats. Power Door Locks. Keyless Entry
Remote two sets of remotes and keys. All Books and Manuals. All Audio Controls on wheel. Fog
Lights. Cruise Control. Way below KBB Value This car is awesome all around. It has been
garage kept for the last 9 years. Hand washed and waxed regularly. The is very clean inside,
outside, and underneath. We just bought a GMC terrain and no longer have use for the C. This
car is loaded with options, I have a lengthy list below. Power everything, NAV system, leather,
heated seats. You will not be disappointed with this car. Interior shows like new. Exterior is a 9.
There are some ring marks on the clear coat around the drivers door handle. Premium 18"
wheels, tires have good rubber on them. All electronics work and function fine. No engine or
dash lights on. This starts right up, runs excellent, has nice power, its pretty quick car. Regular
maintenance has been given over the last 9 years by the same mechanic. The mirror tint has
been on the car for the last 9 years and I do not get hassled, you can see out but no one can see
in. This is a very sharp looking car. The new owner will be very satisfied. This car has rarely
seen snow, there is no rust. Our care for this car can be seen in the pictures. I encourage
buyers to ask any and all questions before bidding. I have the right to cancel any bids or zero
bidders. This is an auction, bid to win, it will be hard to find another car as clean and low
mileage as mine. Make sure you have funds available, your wife said you can buy, blah blah
blah. This car is priced very fair to sell. Full payment due within 72 hours of sale end. Car is sold
as-is where is. Shipping is up to the buyer at buyers expense. I can assist with loading.
Hi-performance, Muscle cars, rat rod, hot rod, utv atv pwc equipment. Designed specifically in
as the top of the line American luxury sedan. This vehicle is in excellent condition with only 62,
miles and having been fully serviced and maintained at all manufacturer service intervals. This
Chrysler C Runs excellent, performs well under all road conditions and looks the part of a fully
serviced and meticulously maintained vehicle, ultra clean inside and out. Complementary
extensive vehicle history report and service history is available. Clean title makes this vehicle is
ready for immediate registration. All services have been performed at reputable repair facilities.
All manufacturer recalls are up to date and the most common issues have been remedied. This
vehicle is in excellent condition with little interior and exterior blemishes see photos below. I've
included numerous high-resolution photos of the vehicle to clearly show the clean condition
inside and out. The quality, workmanship, and technology inherent in this luxury sedan is
exceptional, something Chrysler owners have been accustomed to for over 80 years. This
vehicle is the perfect choice for someone looking for a reliable luxury automobile at a fraction of
the price and all the class of todays foreign automobiles. Only having accumulated 62, miles in
its service life this vehicle the majority of this vehicles service life has yet to be experienced. All
questions should be brought to my attention Prior to bidding and I can be reached at all times
via 8six0 84one 6seven7one. All pick up and shipping is to be coordinated by the buyer.

Payment is expected within 48 hours of the close of the auction. The vehicle will be prepared for
delivery and fully cleaned within 24 hours of receiving confirmation of payment. Customer is
responsible for the cost of shipping. Bidding Policy and Feedback Users must be registered in
the USA to bid â€” all foreign eBay account holders who bid will have their bids cancelled.
Purchases are to be made in United States Dollars only. Users with a zero to ten 0â€”10
feedback score must send me a message through eBay prior to bidding indicating their sincere
intent to bid on the auction. If no message is received your bid will be cancelled immediately.
This is a precautionary step taken to mitigate spammers and ghost bidders â€” it is not a
reflection on eBay novices but rather in response to fake accounts bidding on my items. Return
Policy All sales are final, and there are no returns under any circumstances on any item after
the auction has closed with a winning bid. There is no stated or implied warranty on any item.
Shipping charges are not refundable under any circumstances. All information is listed to
provide authenticity of description. Buyer is advised to consult the appropriate local dealership
or product manufacturer to confirm specifications. We have done our due diligence in making
sure that all information provided in this listing is as accurate and up to date as possible, and as
such the buyer assumes responsibility for making an informed decision on whether to bid.
Please read the item description carefully and view all pictures of the item to ensure that you
are making an informed bid. If you do not agree to all terms and conditions please do not bid. A
winning bid is considered a legally binding contract and will be enforced by eBay - non payment
will result in a complaint brought to eBay. XXX Miles on the odometer. This car runs like a
deepCar has been customized with a very nice Green Color. Some signs of wear on the driver
door panel, Some minor peals on the pant in the rear bumper see pictures. Everything works.
Chrysler C V8 Hemi k I am the original owner of this car purchased in The transmission was
rebuilt 2 months ago, many other items have been replaced to many to list. Car was painted and
new tires were put on in This car is fully loaded. There are only a couple blemishes to the
upholstery and carpet. For a full list of amenities please call Kathy at Super clean car previously
owned by the president of a limousine service. This one is clean and ready to go. Don't delay
call today! Awesome opportunity to add a low mile car to your fleet or for personal use. The car
is in amazing shape for being 10 years old. The body is in excellent shape with just minor small
dings, no large dents or beat up paint. The interior is in great shape as well, including the
carpet! You can tell by the photos this car was very well taken care of! It has the factory moon
roof! I don't know a lot about this car. I bought it at a local auction as a running and driving
vehicle. But when it arrived, it would not start. It cranks and cranks, but after further
investigation it is not getting any fuel or spark. After more research I believe the PCM was bad. I
sent it off for repair and it came back that it had a bad processor and was not fixable. I have
paper work showing this. The car has just been sitting a few months it appears the battery has
gone bad, it will need tires and the trunk carpet that sits over where the spare tire would be is
missing. At this price, it is already a loss for me but I don't have the time to spend on the car. It
has a clear south carolina in my name. Feel free to call me Andy at with any questions. It is sold
as is, where is and must be towed! Your welcome to come look at the car, it's located in
Anderson, SC. Here we have something very special in the form of this Chrysler C. A bold
statement indeed, but all one needs to do is stand in front of this beauty to know this statement
MUST be true. Rest assured, this C lived a very pampered life. Always garaged, the condition of
this C is second to none. The exterior shines like brand new. The chrome wheels are unpitted
and are like a mirror. The exterior condition is only matched by the interior condition. The
leather upholstery is like new with absolutely no cracking or fading. Same goes for the carpets
and headliner. All electronics function exactly as they should. Turn the key and it fires right up
followed by a smooth idle. Driving this C gives you the commanding feeling that only a full size
American sedan can. In the cabin, mph feels like 30 as you cruise along in quiet comfort. The 5.
Keep in mind, this is not the cheapest C out there. Call Tom at with any questions as I do not sit
on my email. We've been selling cars for 30 years, and on ebay for over 7 years. We've earned a
solid reputation which we nurture with every car that we sell regardless of price. We finely pick
our inventory and price cars reasonably. Due to our low overhead and company costs, we are
able to provide our clients and friends the most competitive prices. No fancy marble floors and
salesman in suits and ties. Just good quality cars stored safely and priced reasonably. If funds
are not received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and will be
made available to other potential buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. We are NOT the
shipping company. Should you need assistance in locating a shipping service, please let us
know! We aim to recommend only quality vendors. Online Bidders are entering into a legal and
binding contract to purchase the vehicle described above. I am selling it because I am leasing
another car. Heated seats, tinted windows. Good luck buyers. Runs great. Inspection good until
June, Auto Check Vehicle History Report scores this vehicle a 74 with an average score of

similar vehicles being Our secure online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a
few personal and employment details. Get started now. Siemer Auto Center takes pride in
selling cars and trucks at some of the lowest prices around. With over 30 million in sales
annually we sell a lot of cars and trucks because we offer great service and some of the best
values in the market. Locally owned and operated, Jason Siemer the owner has been in the
automobile business for over 15 years and takes pride in only selling the best late model, hand
picked quality pre-owned vehicles in the area! Siemer Auto Center offers a no games, no
hassles, and no pressure dealership. We believe that purchasing a vehicle should be an
enjoyable experience and that the process should be simple. Have a trade? No problem! We will
gladly appraise your vehicle and in most cases offer you more than fair market value based on
its condition,mileage and current market value. In addition to offering traditional financing
options we also go through many of the major banks and credit unions. Stop by or give us a call
today. Dealer installed options, sales tax, and license not included. If you have any questions
feel free to give us a call for all the details. Call to find out how eCarList can service your
dealership. If you are serious about this vehicle, please call Serge at and we'll make sure this
one doesn't slip away! The paint has a showroom shine. The interior of this vehicle is virtually
flawless. So there you have it folks! I have a clear title as this sharp looking vehicle awaits you
here at our indoor showroom. View Large Images? Length: Message We are an independent
licensed, bonded and insured used car dealer with location in Miami, FL. Our internet
representative is available at anytime, day or night to answer your questions and walk you
through the whole process and vehicle condition. Please feel free to call Serge at Mobile:
Contact:? Contact Us Terms Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to
purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to
purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User Agreement D-Lux Group reserves the right to,
Obtain and verify the registered information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and
all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18
years of age or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting
a Bid" If you place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid
before that last hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to
retract that bid during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour
period of the auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but
only if you do so within one hour after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: D-Lux Group has
done our best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. D-Lux Group
welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you
inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturers warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Serge at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. D-Lux Group will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in
any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility for damages
incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are provided by
D-Lux Group as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other
communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with
D-Lux Group. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is
generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your
destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your
Purchase: D-Lux Group will contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction
closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with Serge by e-mail or phone within 24
hours of the auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot
confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to
relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must
send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller.
Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and
title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. The seller shall not be

responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes
no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any
incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for
identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgment solely. The
seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with
this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for
any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Out of state buyers are
responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that
the vehicle will be registered. If the vehicle is shipped to you a by carrier then we do not collect
any sales tax. However, if the car is picked up and driven on Florida roads, as a licensed dealer,
we are required by law to collect the sales tax percentage designated for your State. The only
States that do not have a reciprocal agreement with Florida where you will be double taxed are
Arkansas and Mississippi. For your convenience when legally permitted we will provide a day
Florida temporary tag if desired. PayPal can be used for the payment of the deposit. The
balance is due and payable on or before 5-days after the end of the auction. Acceptable forms of
payment include cash in person, certified check, cashiers check, money order, or bank wire
transfer. This means there will be normal wear and tear associated with the vehicle's age,
mileage and use by the previous owner including but not limited to the following issues:
scratches, stone chips, windshield stone chips, wheel scuffs, refinished bumper covers, paint
touchups, previous paintwork, tire and wheel wear, brake wear, suspension wear, mechanical
wear normal for mileage , door dings, required maintenance, seating surfaces, carpets,
headliners, steering wheels, dash boards, door panels etc. Please take into consideration the
age and mileage of any pre-owned vehicle to manage expectations regarding its condition. We
recondition most of our vehicles by removing dents, repairing rims, refinishing bumper covers
as well as refreshing the interiors of our vehicles if necessary. We do not guarantee inspection
on any vehicle for any state. Vehicle is purchased with any inspection shown in the photos only.
All vehicles are being sold "AS IS" from the seller, where is with no warranty, expressed written
or implied. We assume no responsibility for damages or stolen parts incurred after leaving our
premises and during vehicle shipping process. If the vehicle is going to be shipped, full
payment must be received before the vehicle is delivered to the shipping company. We do not
guarantee any audio or video equipment that may be in this vehicle unless otherwise stated. We
also do not guarantee that the vehicle comes with all the keys, remotes, fobs, navigation discs,
video headsets, floor mats, CD magazines, wind deflectors, owner's manuals etc. For your
complete satisfaction call us with any questions. Directions to Dealer? The purchaser or
prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed
within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! A word
from the previous owner: Lisa, a local customer sold us her Chrysler because she wants a new
car. She used it mostly for pleasure. She describes this as great looking with a nice color. Gray
Interior. Loaded with 5. Interested in finding out more on this Series, just give me call Apply
Today! Find out why 's of customers sell us their cars every month. Sell Us Your Car!! Yes, it's
true! We pioneered the industry's first buyback program. Learn More! Quality matters, this unit
is certified pre-owned. Details Here! We provide a Free Autocheck on every car we sell. View
Now! In fact, we wrote the book on how to succeed in this industry. We list select units on eBay
that meet or beat our customer's high standards. Don't settle on less than the best with your
vehicle purchase. New inventory is added daily to our eBay Store. Our typical eBay offered
automobile is a one owner or off-lease, late model, with good mileage. We are located in
Stafford, Texas, a suburb just southwest of Houston. Vehicle Condition As above, please keep
in mind that no used vehicle is perfect, expect some normal cosmetic and mechanical wear.
Since you purchasing a pre-owned vehicle some imperfections could be present at the time of
sale. This vehicle is fully-loaded. Very low mileage vehicle. Very clean interior! It is our goal to
provide you with an excellent purchase and ownership experience. Placing a Bid: Your bid
constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Special eBay Bid Retraction
Rules:Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid before the last hour period of the
auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period but only for exceptional
circumstances. Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of auction end, and make
arrangements for payment at that time. The remainder is due within 7 days of Auction end. If no
contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high
bidder, or sell it otherwise. Most banks and credit unions do not finance vehicles older than or
with more than K miles. Make sure if financing, your financial institution accepts the year and
miles of this vehicle before bidding. Please arrange financing prior to bidding. Please be advice

the actual mileage could be different from the one listed,please call to get the exact reading. It is
the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely.
Some cars are being driven by owners of the dealership and management, so mileage might be
higher than advertised. Please feel free to verify exact reading before bidding. For New Jersey
sales tax will be collected by us before delivery of vehicle. Out of state sales are responsible for
your state sales tax which will be collected by your local dmv. Seller assumes no responsibility
for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle Taxes and Registration
fees:Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. Please ask for exact miles before the
purchase. Note: Price s does not include documentation, licensing, registration fees and taxes.
Contract which is posted on our website is just a sample contract for you to view, every car will
gets a different contract, please ask us to send you exact contract for a specific car before you
buy. Luxury Car Vision will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any
way for claims arising from shipping damage! All shipping arrangements are provided by
Luxury Car Vision as a courtesy. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of
vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with Luxury Car Vision. Finalizing your
Purchase: Luxury Car Visionwill contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction
closes. Ad created by eCarList. Well my dad passed away and really don't want to sell this car
but it's time. I have a 3 month old baby girl and i am already sitting on 2 new cars. There is no
point on having a third vehicle sitting in the garage. This is Chrysler c has a hemi 5. Mods are
listed down below. Flow master dual exhaust, viper alarm with remote start, nice wheels with
wider tires, custom high flow intake, limo tint, has a 6 disc changer that can play mp3's, has a
Hid kit installed, lots of chrome accents, just a beautiful car all together. If you're looking for a
luxury muscle car, look no further. Battery was the last thing replaced and it has a 3 year
ibanez guitar wiring diagrams
04 grand am fuel pump
p1506 ford explorer
warranty on it. The car has a little paint chip on the front of the hood and has a small crack on
the inside of the car door. If need to, come see the car in person before bidding. I can remove
the listing of ebay for cash offers that way neither one has to pay ebay or pay pal extra. Totally
up to you. Hope it goes to a good home, my dad loved this car and i just hate to give it up.
Thank you for taking the time to look at this posting and hope to hear from someone soon.
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